Abstract Opportunistic computational grids use idle processor cycles from shared machines to enable the execution of long-running parallel applications. Besides computational power, these applications may also consume and generate large amounts of data, requiring an efficient data storage and management infrastructure. In this article, we present an integrated middleware infrastructure that enables the use of not only idle processor cycles, but also unused disk space of shared machines. Our middleware enables the reliable distributed storage of application data in the shared machines in a redundant and fault-tolerant way. A checkpointing-based mechanism monitors the execution of parallel applications, saves periodical checkpoints in the shared machines, and in case of node failures, supports the application migration across heterogeneous grid nodes. We evaluate the feasibility of our middleware using experiments and simulations. Our evaluation shows that the proposed middleware promotes important improvements in grid data 
Introduction
Opportunistic computational grids [15, 16, 20, 27] use idle resources from shared commodity machines to execute applications that need large amounts of computational power. The classical scenarios for opportunistic grids are universities, research labs, and organizations that typically have hundreds or thousands of computers that remain idle for most of the time. The objective is to provide users with large amounts of computational power and storage space with a very low cost, since there is no need for acquiring new hardware and for extra physical infrastructure, including electricity, air-conditioning, and physical space.
The concept of opportunistic grid computing can also be very useful in dedicated grid infrastructures, such as Grid'5000 (http://www.grid5000.fr), which comprise thousands of machines connected by dedicated high-speed networks. To use computational resources from this grid, it is necessary to make a reservation in advance and the user has total access to them. However, for applications that require hundreds of nodes for several weeks, it is unfeasible to reserve those resources for such a long time. Grid'5000 includes an opportunistic mode where a user can leverage its resources while no other user places a reservation on them. This mode is rarely used in practice though since the processes running on those machines are killed, and need to be restart from the beginning whenever the machines are requested. If one could deploy an opportunistic grid middleware that uses those thousands machines when they are idle, one would have a much better resource utilization level. In the case of Grid'5000, if we consider that machines are idle for about 50% of the time, we would double the capacity of this multimillion euro infrastructure. Moreover, each machine has in the order of a hundred Gigabytes of unused disk space, which combined can easily reach about 100 Terabytes of distributed storage space, connected by high-speed networks.
In current opportunistic grid systems, resource sharing is limited to idle processor cycles and main memory [15, 16, 20, 27] . A middleware system that enables the sharing of both processor cycles and unused disk space would improve resource utilization in the grid machines and increase the amount of available resources. The most important difference of opportunistic grids, when compared to dedicated ones, is that machines will very often fail, become inaccessible, or change from idle to occupied unexpectedly. This may compromise the middleware infrastructure, the data stored in the nodes that became unavailable, and the execution of grid applications. Consequently, an opportunistic grid middleware must be fault-tolerant regarding its infrastructure, stored data, and application execution.
In this article, we present and evaluate an integrated middleware system, based on the InteGrade [20] grid system and OppStore [10] distributed storage system, that enables the usage of both idle processor cycles and unused disk space of shared machines. The middleware enables reliable application execution using a checkpointing-based fault tolerance mechanism for parallel applications, which generates periodic checkpoints that contain the application state in the moment when they were generated and stores the checkpoints in the grid shared machines in a redundant and fault-tolerant way. The mechanism then uses the stored checkpoints to recover the application state after a failure, allowing application recovery in heterogeneous grid nodes.
To allow storage and management of application input, output, and checkpointing data, we organize the grid machines in clusters, connected by a self-organizing and faulttolerant peer-to-peer network. Our middleware stores the data in a distributed fashion and the data is codified into redundant fragments, enabling the reconstruction of the original file using only a subset of those fragments. Stored data can be accessed from any machine in the grid and fragments can be downloaded from the machines with the fastest connections. To deal with resource heterogeneity, we extended the Pastry [37] peer-to-peer routing substrate to support virtual ids, which enable the selection of clusters containing machines with higher availability for data storage.
Our experiments and simulations show that our approach is viable. In the evaluated scenarios, our middleware enabled the immediate retrieval of stored files in over 99% of the requests, improved retrieval performance by transferring data in parallel from several distributed machines, and provided fault-tolerance in the presence of machine departures or crashes, by reconstructing the lost fragments. The checkpointing mechanism has low overhead and checkpoints are stored in a reliable way, enabling the execution of coupled parallel applications even in the presence of node failures.
The main contributions of this work are:
• development of an integrated middleware infrastructure that enables the use of both idle processor cycles and unused disk space of shared machines in opportunistic grids; • usage of a new approach to store checkpoint and grid application data in a set of non-dedicated, heterogeneous machines that is highly fault-tolerant and available and, at the same time, supports fast retrieval of checkpoints when faults occur; and • evaluation through experiments and simulations of the feasibility of using the idle disk space of grid machines for storage of checkpointing and application data.
Related work
Our work encompasses several research areas, but we focus here on the literature related to the original contributions of this article, i.e., management of checkpoints of parallel applications, distributed data storage, and grid data management.
In a previous work, we presented OppStore [10] , a middleware for distributed storage of data that could be adapted to work with existing opportunistic grid systems. In this article, we expand that work by integrating OppStore with the InteGrade application execution protocol and checkpointing mechanism, resulting in a middleware that enables the use of both idle processor cycles and unused disk space of shared machines in a opportunistic grid. In addition, we discuss the efficient storage of checkpointing data, management of grid application input and output data, and the reconstruction of fragments lost due to node departures.
Distributed data storage and management
Our middleware has some similarities with other distributed storage systems built over P2P networks. PAST [36] , CFS [17] , and pStore [2] are peer-to-peer distributed storage systems built over a DHT (Distributed Hash Table) infrastructure, such as Pastry [37] . To improve availability, PAST stores multiple replicas of the files and CFS and pStore break the files into fragments and store several replicas of those fragments. The main difference to our system is that PAST, CFS, and pStore organize all machines at a single level and store data directly in the machines that perform message routing. Consequently, each node arrival and departure requires that large amounts of data be transfered to compensate for changes in machine organization, as described by Blake and Rodrigues [4] . PeerStore [26] , like our work, decouples fragment location from its identifier, storing the file index and fragments separately, reducing the maintenance due to data misplacement caused by node joinings and departures. Notwithstanding, it recovers lost fragments caused by departures in a lazy way, compromising the immediate recovery of stored files.
FreeLoader [42] uses free storage space from machines of a single cluster and unused I/O bandwidth to store scientific data. They use data striping to divide a file into several fragments to improve performance. Similarly to our work, they target nondedicated resources for data storage. But they only consider static sets of machines from a single cluster, while we deal with dynamic sets of machines distributed across several clusters. Also, they do not consider loadbalancing and machine availability when choosing storage sites.
In the area of grid data management, JuxMem [1] implements a data sharing service for grid applications by joining the concepts of peer-to-peer and distributed shared memory. As in our work, they organize grid machines as a federation of clusters organized as a peer-to-peer network and with a node elected as cluster manager in each cluster. Differently from our work, they focus on the development of a writable distributed shared memory for grid applications. This requires maintaining several full replicas of stored data, which incurs large storage and network overheads, especially when operating with nondedicated machines, where the replication level must be higher.
A common technique for data grids is the usage of data replication in conjunction with a replica location system [8, 13, 35] . Some replica management systems [13, 35] use compression schemes, such as Bloom filters [5] , allowing replica managers to have complete knowledge about replica locations on the grid. The search mechanism is fast and the system has a high degree of fault-tolerance. Nevertheless, due to global knowledge of replica locations, these systems have limited scalability, with possibly expensive table updates. Also, the servers maintaining the replica locations are usually configured statically. Cai, Chervenak, and Frank [8] built a replica location system using the Chord [39] DHT, to provide self-organization and improved fault-tolerance and scalability for replica location systems. But this system only deals with replica location, while our system also deals with storage in nondedicated repositories, including the selection of appropriate repositories.
Storage of checkpointing data
Pruyne and Livny [33] performed studies about the usage of multiple checkpoint servers to store checkpoints from parallel applications. They only compare the usage of single and dual checkpoint servers and the servers were dedicated. Plank, Li, and Puening [32] propose the usage of diskless checkpointing. It consists of storing checkpointing data on system volatile memory, removing the overhead of stable storage. The focus of their work was on comparing diskless with disk-based checkpointing and their experiments were performed using only parity information for fault tolerance.
Malluhi and Johnston [29] compare analytically the efficiency of an optimized version of the Information Dispersal Algorithm (IDA) proposed by Rabin [34] and 2D parity coding schemes. Sobe [38] analyzes the use of two different parity techniques to store checkpoints in distributed systems. Differently from our work, they focused exclusively on the storage of data and conducted a purely analytical evaluation, without performing any experiments.
In the area of grid computing, Luckow and Schnor [28] propose an adaptive replication mechanism for the storage and management of checkpoint files in the context of grid computing. Differently from our work, they distribute the replicas of checkpoint files in remote sites. This approach promotes an improvement in reliability but, in the context of opportunistic grids, is prohibitively expensive in terms of both disk and bandwidth consumption.
The middleware architecture
Our middleware organizes the machines in clusters, where each cluster contains physically close machines. We use InteGrade [20] , a CORBA-based object-oriented opportunistic grid system, to perform the management of application execution. For the storage of checkpointing and application data, we use modules from OppStore [10] , a distributed storage system that allows the reliable storage of application data in the unused space of idle machines. Figure 1 shows the organization of the grid machines in grid clusters and the middleware modules in the cluster machines. Each cluster has a machine designated as the cluster manager, usually a machine that is available for most of the time. Application execution is controlled by the Global Resource Manager (GRM), responsible for scheduling and managing the cluster resources, the Execution Manager (EM), responsible for managing application execution and maintaining checkpointing information, and the Application Repository (AR), which maintains information about grid application files, such as their executable, input, and output files. Data storage is managed by the Cluster Data Repository Manager (CDRM), which is responsible for supervising the machines within the same cluster. The resource provider machines share their idle resources with the grid. The Local Resource Manager (LRM) module manages the machine shared resources and local processes associated 
Reliable distributed storage
The modules responsible for the management of the reliable distributed storage are the Autonomous Data Repository (ADR), which runs on each resource provider machine and controls the storage and retrieval of stored data in the machine, and the Cluster Data Repository Manager (CDRM), which supervises all the machines sharing disk space on its cluster.
In this section, we describe the organization of the CDRM and ADR modules, the procedures for file storage and retrieval, and the protocols for guaranteeing data availability in the presence of machine departures.
CDRM organization
We organized the CDRMs in a peer-to-peer network structured as a distributed hash table (DHT) that leverages Pastry [37] as its substrate. Pastry assigns to each node (a CDRM in our case) a random identifier, called Pastry id, from a range of valid identifiers, called Pastry id space. Users can now route messages, each containing a message id, that reach the node with node id closest to the message id. Routing usually requires several hops, where on each hop the message reaches a node with an id increasingly closer to message id, until it reaches the target node. The message is routed through O(log n) nodes, where n represents the number of machines in the system.
A problem with Pastry is that the heterogeneity of nodes is not considered. To deal with this limitation, we assign to each node an additional identifier, called virtual id [9] , using the same range of valid identifiers from Pastry, which we now call virtual id space. In our system, each CDRM receives a virtual id and becomes responsible for a virtual id range proportional to the capacity of the cluster. We defined the capacity of the cluster as the sum of the capacities of its machines, which is proportional to their mean availability and free disk space. The capacity of the clusters can change due to machine departures or variations in their free space or availabilities. If the change in the cluster capacity is above a threshold, the system adjusts the virtual id of the CDRM to reflect the new capacity.
Routing using virtual ids is performed using the Pastry routing infrastructure, with the difference that each CDRM keeps an extra table containing the virtual ids of its logical neighbors, which is used to guide the Pastry routing process. Most of the work of maintaining the peer-to-peer infrastructure is also performed by Pastry, with the additional task of updating the table containing the node logical neighbors. We use the FreePastry implementation of Pastry, which allowed us to implement the virtual ids with small effort.
We use the DHT to locate the clusters where the middleware will store the file fragments and to retrieve the fragments and reconstruct those files later. The advantage of using Pastry is that it provides a routing algorithm that is faulttolerant and self-organizing, allowing the system to deal cor-rectly with cluster departures and CDRM failures. In addition, by implementing an extension to Pastry, called virtual ids, we could also deal correctly with resource heterogeneity.
Data storage and retrieval
Clients access the distributed storage system through the access broker library, which is responsible for contacting the CDRM and ADR modules to perform file storage and retrieval operations. Several types of data can be stored in a grid system, with each type having different requirements. In this work, we do not make any assumptions about the internal organization of the data to be stored. Instead, we focus on the requirements of applications, in terms of the expected lifetime of the data they store. Our system lets a client application choose one of two storage modes: perennial and ephemeral.
The perennial mode is used for data with long lifetimes. In this mode, the broker encodes the files into redundant fragments, using an optimized version [29] of the Information Dispersal Algorithm (IDA) developed by Rabin [34] . This coding generates n fragments, from which any k ≤ n are sufficient to reconstruct the original file and the total fragment size is n/k times the original file size. Using this encoding, one can tolerate n − k failures with an overhead of only (n − k)/k times the original file size. Weatherspoon and Kubiatowicz [43] showed that, using the same amount of storage space, IDA provides higher reliability than replication, since it can tolerate a higher number of concurrent periods of node unavailability.
The broker codes the file into fragments and evaluates their secure hash, which we call their id, as shown in Fig. 2 . To select the machines that will store the fragments, the CDRM routes a message for each fragment, which is delivered to the CDRM responsible for the fragment id in the virtual id space (step 2), guaranteeing that selection of clusters with higher capacity will be more likely. Each CDRM then selects one ADR from its cluster, with a chance proportional to the ADR capacity, and returns the address of the ADR (step 3). After receiving the addresses, the broker transfers the fragment contents directly to the ADRs (step 4). Finally, at step (5), the broker constructs a File Fragment Index (FFI) containing the ADR address of each fragment and some extra information, hashes the FFI contents to generate a unique file id, and requests the FFI storage in the CDRM responsible for the file id, with additional copies stored on its two logical neighbors for fault-tolerance.
To download a file, the broker queries its cluster CDRM for the file FFI. The CDRM routes the request to the CDRM responsible for the file id, which returns the FFI. The broker then downloads the file fragments directly from the ADRs, checks the fragments integrity and reconstructs the file.
We should emphasize that file contents are not routed through the overlay network. They are transferred directly Fig. 2 Protocol for storage of a file containing application data using the perennial mode from the broker to the ADRs and vice versa. Also, placing fragment storage locations in the FFI provides an important advantage: the fragment locations are not tied to the cluster responsible for their ids. In other words, when the id range for which a CDRM is responsible changes, there is no need to move the fragments across clusters. The FFIs are still retrieved using the file ids, and consequently, would need to be moved, but their size is small compared to file contents.
The ephemeral mode is used for data that requires high bandwidth and only needs to be available for a few hours. This class of storage is used to store checkpoints generated by our checkpointing mechanism, as we will see in Sect. 5.3. Another usage is for storing temporary data, such as in workflow applications, where data output by one application stage is used by a later application stage running in the same cluster. In this storage mode, two replicas of the file are stored in machines from the same cluster where the storage request was issued. Another option would be to use IDA to distribute the file fragments in the cluster but, as we will see in Sect. 5.3, in this case it is advantageous to use replication.
Data management
Node joins and departures are frequent in opportunistic grid environments. Although the use of erasure coding improves data availability significantly [43] , when a machine leaves the grid, fragments are lost and need to be reconstructed. Moreover, a machine owner may need the disk space that it shared with the grid, requiring our middleware to immediately remove the fragments from the machine. Cluster departures are also possible. To prevent data losses and increase data availability in the presence of node departures, we developed protocols that enable the reconstruction of lost fragments.
Our system must determine which files should be monitored and reconstructed. The system uses the leasing pattern [24] , providing a lease to each stored file with a duration specified by the client. These leases can be renewed by clients at any time. During the leasing period, the fragment reconstruction protocol is executed whenever necessary. When the leasing period ends, the file and fragments are marked as expired, meaning that they are not reconstructed and can be removed by the ADRs.
Fragment reconstruction protocol
We designed a reconstruction protocol for lost fragments to guarantee that data is not lost when nodes depart from the system. The reconstruction protocol works as follows:
1. The CDRM from the cluster where a machine departed notifies the CDRMs containing the FFIs of each fragment that was stored in the departed machine.
2. For each notification a CDRM receives, it verifies whether the reconstruction threshold was reached. The reconstruction threshold is the minimum number of fragments that need to be available for a given file. If the threshold was reached, the CDRM downloads the fragments necessary to reconstruct the original file directly from the ADRs. 3. The CDRM reconstructs the lost fragments from the file and, for each generated fragment, routes a message requesting an ADR address to store the fragment. 4. The CDRM transfers the generated fragments to their storage sites and updates the FFI of the files with recovered fragments with the new storage sites.
This protocol is fault-tolerant, since failures in the reconstruction of some fragments in steps 2 and 3 results in an FFI with a smaller number of stored fragments, but still above the reconstruction threshold. Also, if part of the information in the FFI becomes stale during the reconstruction protocol, such as when other fragments are lost, the algorithm still works, since it will reconstruct the fragments that were missing when the protocol started. Finally, the protocol should also work in the case of burst-like workloads, since even if most of the resources of a cluster are suddenly allocated to a user, the fragments stored in other clusters in the grid could still be recovered.
It is difficult to know whether a node departure is temporary or permanent. We use heartbeats as a way to detect node departures and, consequently, false departure detections can happen in the case of transient network failures. To minimize the impact of transient departures and false node departure detection, we delay the beginning of the reconstruction until reaching the reconstruction threshold, in the hopes that some of the nodes left the grid only temporarily or that the departure was a false positive. The reconstruction threshold value is set at the midpoint between the number of fragments required to reconstruct the file and the total number of fragments. For instance, if a file is encoded in 9 fragments, from which 3 are sufficient to recover the file, the reconstruction threshold is set to 6.
Another important traffic generator event occurs when machines join or leave the system. In this case, it is necessary to correct data misplacement due to the reorganization of the id space [4, 26] . Since our system decouples the fragment storage location from its id, large data transfers are not required during machine joins and departures.
Local fragment copy
The fragment reconstruction protocol presented above can reconstruct lost fragments in all scenarios, but incurs in a large amount of communication. However, it is possible to avoid starting the fragment reconstruction process in the majority of cases by keeping, for each fragment stored in cluster, an extra copy of that fragment in another machine from the same cluster. When a machine departs, the CDRM can immediately regenerate each of the lost fragments using the copies stored in the cluster. In other words, machine departures are treated locally within the cluster.
In this approach, we have to double the required storage space, but fragments are lost only when the two machines holding the copies of a fragment fail or leave the grid almost simultaneously. If we combine the local fragment copy with a reconstruction threshold, we eliminate the need for the reconstruction protocol in the vast majority of cases. Moreover, keeping local fragment copies puts no extra burden on the intercluster connections, which normally have a more limited amount of bandwidth than local networks. Consequently, if storage space is not scarce, we can use this approach to solve the data maintenance problem.
The usage of local network bandwidth for reconstructing lost fragments using the local fragment copy is also lower. In the reconstruction protocol without the local fragment copy, every time the fragments are transferred in the intercluster network, they are also transferred in the local networks of two different clusters. More details can be found in [12].
Reliable execution of parallel applications
Opportunistic grid middleware systems should allow the execution of parallel applications in the presence of frequent periods of machine unavailability. InteGrade has a checkpointing mechanism that generates and stores periodical checkpoints containing the application state. The Execution Manager (EM) module monitors the application execution and, when it detects failures during the execution, it restarts the application from the last stored checkpoint.
But to guarantee the continuity of application execution and prevent loss of data in case of failures, it is necessary to store the periodical checkpoints and application temporary, input, and output data in a reliable way. We extended InteGrade to use the unused disk space of the shared grid machines to store this data in a reliable and fault-tolerant way.
In this section, we describe how the storage of checkpointing and application data enables the reliable execution of sequential and parallel applications. We start the section describing how we implemented the management of application data in InteGrade. Next, we describe the checkpoint generation process in InteGrade and finish the section comparing the storage methods we use to store checkpointing data.
Management of application data
The execution of an application on InteGrade [20] starts with the user registering its executable in the Application Repository (AR). The user then requests the execution of the application, providing the identifier of the stored binary file and a list of input files, located in the user submission machine, that will be used by the grid application. The user requests the execution to the Global Resource Manager (GRM) of its cluster, which selects the machines (LRMs) that will execute the application. The selected LRMs then download the binary file from the AR and the input files from the machine where the user submitted the execution request. When the execution finishes, the LRMs send the output files directly to the user machine. All the execution process is monitored by the Execution Manager.
The main limitation of this approach is that the user submission machine must stay online during all the execution process, since input and output files are transferred directly to/from it. Moreover, the execution may not start immediately after the request and the execution can last for several days.
To solve this problem, we modified InteGrade to store application input and output data using the perennial mode. When the user submits an application for execution, it can either use input data already stored in the distributed nodes or provide new input data, which will be uploaded for storage. When the application finishes its execution, its results are stored in the distributed nodes, and the user can retrieve the results immediately or later. We use the Application Repository (AR) module to maintain the mapping of the executable, input, and output files to file ids used to locate the files stored using the perennial mode.
Checkpointing mechanism
To provide fault-tolerance, InteGrade has a checkpointbased rollback recovery mechanism [11, 19] , which saves the application state into checkpoints and, in case of node failure, reinitializes the application from the state contained in the last saved checkpoint. The mechanism works for sequential, bag-of-tasks, and BSP coupled parallel applications. The BSP (Bulk Synchronous Parallel) model [41] divides the computation into a sequence of parallel supersteps, where each superstep is composed of a computation and a communication phase, followed by a barrier of synchronization. Since communication is always followed by a synchronization barrier, it is possible to avoid the well-known problems of distributed checkpointing [25] by only creating checkpoints after the synchronization step.
InteGrade uses application-level checkpointing [7, 23, 40] , which consists of instrumenting application source code to save its state periodically. It contrasts with traditional system-level checkpointing, where the data is saved directly from the process virtual memory space by a separate process or thread [31] . Since in application-level checkpointing one manipulates application source code, semantic information regarding the type of data being saved is available both when saving and recovering application data. This semantic information allows the data saved by a process on a hardware architecture to be recovered by a process executing on another hardware architecture and/or on a different operating system [23, 40] . This is an important advantage for a Grid composed of heterogeneous machines since it enables better resource utilization. The main drawback of application-level checkpointing is that manually inserting code to save and recover application state is a tedious and error prone process. To resolve this problem, InteGrade provides a precompiler that automatically inserts the required code. It works for applications written in C or in a subset of C++ and is based on OpenC++ [14] , an open source tool for compile time reflective computing. Although applications in other languages are not supported by the precompiler, checkpoints for these applications could be obtained using existing system-level checkpoint tools, such as libckpt [31] and CryoPID [3] , with the drawback that portability would be lost.
In the case of coupled parallel applications, such as BSP applications, it is necessary to guarantee that the generated checkpoints are consistent. The InteGrade implementation of the BSP model, called BSPlib [21] , contains extra functions that can be used to control the generation of checkpoints. The precompiler also analyzes the BSP calls and modifies them to allow the generation of consistent checkpoints.
The Execution Manager (EM) monitors application execution and coordinates the recovery of failed applications. It maintains a list of active processes executing on each node and a list of the processes from each parallel application. When the GRM detects that a resource provider machine is unreachable, it notifies the EM, which reschedules the applications that had processes executing on the failed machines for execution in another machine. The application is then restarted, using the last generated checkpoint and its input files.
Checkpoint storage
We modified InteGrade to use the ephemeral mode of OppStore to store most of the generated checkpoints, since the usage of local networks generates a lower overhead. To prevent losing the entire computation due to a failure or disconnection of the cluster where the application was executing, periodically, the checkpoints are also stored in other clusters using the perennial storage mode, for instance, after every 5 generated checkpoints. With this strategy, we can obtain low overhead and high availability at the same time.
We implemented the management of which checkpoint belongs to which application in the Execution Manager and used the OppStore modules exclusively for checkpoint storage and retrieval. There are two strategies that we can use for storing the checkpoints in the cluster, which are data replication and IDA.
Using data replication, the system stores full replicas of the generated checkpoints. If one of the replicas becomes unaccessible, the system can easily find another. The advantage is that no extra coding is necessary, but the disadvantage is that this approach requires the transfer and storage of large amounts of data. For instance, to guarantee safety against a single failure, it is necessary to save two copies of the checkpoint.
In our scenario, transferring checkpointing data twice would generate too much local network traffic, possibly compromising the execution of the parallel application, so the approach we adopted was to store a copy of the checkpoint locally and another remotely. Although a failure in a machine running the application makes one of the checkpoints unaccessible, it is still possible to retrieve the other copy. Moreover, the other application processes can use their local checkpoint copies. Consequently, this storage mode provides recovery as long as one of the two nodes containing a checkpoint replica is available.
The other strategy is to use IDA, which we described in Sect. 4.2. IDA provides the desired degree of fault-tolerance with lower space overhead, but it incurs a computational cost for coding the data and an extra latency for transferring the fragments from multiple nodes. We compare the checkpointing overhead in the execution time of a parallel application when using IDA and replication to store the checkpoints in Sect. 6.5.
Middleware evaluation
We evaluated the feasibility of using our middleware to store application data in the unused disk space of shared machines and the overhead to periodically generate and store checkpoints. We used experiments and simulations to evaluate both the performance in practical deployment environments and the large-scale properties of our system.
Data availability
We used simulations to evaluate the availability of data stored in the middleware using the perennial mode, simulating file retrieval operations in realistic scenarios. In the simulations, we instantiate several CDRMs in a single Java Virtual Machine and execute the protocols using our middleware implementation. We only simulate the ADRs, the access broker, and fragment transfers, for which we implemented a simulator in Java.
We simulated an opportunistic grid composed of 30 clusters of desktop machines. The number of machines in each cluster was randomly chosen among 10, 20, 50, 100, and 200. To evaluate file availability, we used data from several machine utilization measurements [6, 18, 30] to define three Fig. 3 Rate of successful file retrievals when using IDA and replication to store the files. We used different redundancy levels and number of fragments different usage patterns, which were randomly assigned to each cluster. In the first pattern, cluster resources are idle, on the average, 60% of the time during the day and 80% of the time during the night and weekends. The second pattern has idle times of 25% and 40%, and the third 40% and 70%, respectively. We consider that clusters are uniformly distributed across 24 time zones.
We consider that machines from a single cluster have similar properties. The simulator randomly assigns one of the usage patterns for all the machines of the cluster. For half of the clusters, each machine receives an amount of free disk space randomly chosen between 1 and 10 GB, and for the other half, they receive values between 20 GB and 50 GB.
We simulated the storage of 1,000 files and evaluated the rate of successful file retrieval using the machine usage patterns described above, considering the scenario where we can recover only in the idle periods of the machines. We stored dummy fragments of a few bytes, which are used only to test their availability during the retrieval simulation. We repeated the simulation 12 times, each with a different random grid configuration, which resulted in a small standard deviation. We considered that during the simulation time there are no ADR and CDRM departures. We analyze the scenario with node departures in Sect. 6.2.
We simulated file retrieval for a period of 1 month. For each retrieval request, machines containing fragments from the file return a dummy fragment, if the machine is idle, or an error, if the machine is unavailable. The state of a machine during a retrieval trial is defined using a Bernoulli distribution, where the chance of the machine being in the idle state depends on the request time (day of the week and hour) and the machine availability pattern, for example, 40% during the weekdays in the third pattern. If the broker retrieves all the fragments necessary to reconstruct a file, we consider the retrieval as successful.
We used several data coding schemes IDA(k, n), where k is the number of fragments required to recover the original file and n is the number of generated fragments, and compared with the usage of fragment replication. We used the schemes IDA(2.4), IDA(2, 6), IDA (2, 8) , IDA(6, 12), IDA (6, 18) , IDA (6, 24) , and replication with 2, 3, and 4 replicas. The objective was to compare the impact of the number of fragments on data availability.
The vertical bars in Fig. 3 show the mean rate of successful file retrievals over 12 simulation runs and the error bars represent the standard deviations. As we can see, the probability that a requested file is not available at the moment a request is made is small using reasonable redundancy levels. For instance, we achieved a successful retrieval rate of 99.3% when using IDA (6, 18) , 96.0% when using IDA (2, 6) and 94.0% when storing 3 replicas of the files. The standard deviation was small, due to the large number of files and long simulation period. Besides increasing data availability, using IDA improves retrieval performance, since the access broker can select the fastest servers to download the files.
But even when a file cannot be recovered immediately, the system can wait for the files to become available, either keeping the resources reserved for the application or rescheduling the application for later execution, allowing another application to execute. Since it is not possible to predict when this file will be available, a good choice here would be to reschedule when other applications are waiting in the execution queue or to keep waiting when the execution queue is empty.
Data availability with node departures
In this simulation, we evaluate the availability of files stored in our middleware in the presence of machine departures. We stored 3,000 files in a grid configured in the same way as Sect. 6.1 and simulated a one-month period with a machine departure rate of 10% per day, running the fragment reconstruction protocols. At the end of this period, we requested the recovery of all stored files and measured the percentage of the files that could be recovered.
We consider that when a machine departs, all the fragments in the ADR are lost. To keep the number of machines stable, when a machine leaves the grid, another one joins the grid immediately in a random cluster. Finally, we consider that the network is reliable and that messages are always delivered. Table 1 shows the mean availability for several IDA configurations and threshold values and for the local fragment copy. As we increase the threshold, the mean availability of the stored files also increases, since the fragment recovery protocol is executed more often. However, increasing the reconstruction threshold increases the bandwidth to reconstruct fragments, as we show in the next section.
The availability when using the local fragment copy (Sect. 4.3) is always higher, since lost fragments are immediately reconstructed from their local copies. Actually, when using the local fragment copy, the availability was slightly higher than the results from the experiment with no node departures, since there are two copies of each fragment per cluster.
Network usage for fragment maintenance
In this simulation, we measure the network traffic generated by the maintenance of files stored with the perennial mode under different ADR departure rates. We stored 3,000 files of different sizes in a simulated opportunistic grid, described in Sect. 6.1, with a total size of about 65 GB. We simulated a period of 1 month, where ADRs depart or lose their stored fragments at different rates per day. Figure 4 shows the bandwidth used to store the files and recover the lost fragments for several ADR departure rates. The figure emphasizes inter-cluster traffic, since the bandwidth available within local area networks is usually much higher and, therefore, less critical, than the bandwidth of wide-area networks. We have employed IDA(6, 12) with threshold 9, IDA(6, 24) with threshold 9, IDA(6, 24) with threshold 15, and IDA(6, 12) with the local fragment copy strategy.
When not using local fragment copy, the required bandwidth increases linearly with the departure rate. But even when considering a departure rate of 1.25% of the nodes per day (leftmost points), the used bandwidth is about 130 GB to store the files and 150 GB to maintain those files, when using IDA(6, 24) with threshold 9. Consequently, in a single month, an amount of data comparable in size to all of the stored data is transferred between clusters. This amounts to a traffic of approximately 58 KB per second. Also, for higher departure rates, we see that increasing the replication level lowers the bandwidth necessary to maintain the data, for example, when we increase the number of fragments to 24. Reducing the reconstruction threshold also lowers the used bandwidth. But as we saw in the previous experiment, file availability decreases when we decrease the reconstruction threshold.
When using the local fragment copy, for all ADR departure rates, the intercluster bandwidth is constant and lower than the other strategies. This occurs because this bandwidth is used only for the transfer of fragments during file storage. Consequently, when considering the intercluster bandwidth used, the local fragment copy strategy is very efficient and the required bandwidth does not increase with the node departure rate.
Data storage and retrieval
In this experiment, we evaluate the time necessary to store and retrieve files of different sizes using the perennial mode. We used a real grid environment, where we instantiated 5 geographically separated clusters, composed of commodity machines distributed among three Brazilian cities. São Paulo contained three clusters while Goiânia and São Luís contained a single cluster each. They are distant 900 km and 3000 km to São Paulo, respectively. The clusters are connected via the public Internet.
We instantiated the broker in a 2 GHz Athlon64 machine with 4 GB of RAM and stored and retrieved files of sizes 1 MB, 10 MB, 100 MB, and 500 MB. The broker split the file into 5 fragments, from which 2 were sufficient for data recovery. Since our experimental system had only 5 clusters, we forced the fragments to be stored on different clusters. Each experimental session was composed of the storage of one file of each size and its recovery.
In Fig. 5 , we show the mean time required to store files and recover stored files and the corresponding standard deviations. For file storage, when a number of fragments sufficient to recover the file is already stored, the broker can already generate a file fragment index (FFI) and store it, while the remaining fragments are stored. When the storage of all fragments finishes, the FFI is updated.
In the figure, the topmost graph shows the time required for both the case where only the fragments sufficient for file recovery are stored and when all fragments are stored. The time to store all the fragments is bounded by the slowest ADRs, specially for large files. In this case, uploading a version of the FFI as soon as a sufficient number of fragments are stored can decrease the storage time by ten. For smaller file sizes, the time for complete and partial storage are similar, since the storage time is bounded by the time to find the ADRs that will store the fragments and to store the FFI.
To recover a file, the broker needs to download only the fragments necessary to reconstruct the file. The choice of the ADRs used to download the fragments is critical when determining the file recovery time. In the bottommost graph, we show the time necessary to recover the fragments when the fastest ADRs and slowest ones are selected. These two lines reflect the extreme cases, with the average situated between them. A good solution to select the fastest ADRs is to start downloading all the fragments simultaneously, to determine the download speeds, and then continue the download only from the fastest ones.
Storage of checkpoints from parallel applications
To evaluate the viability of using our middleware to provide a reliable execution environment for parallel applications, this experiment measures the impact of the checkpointing mechanism over the application execution time. We compared the time to execute the application without and with checkpointing. In the later case, we store the checkpoint using the ephemeral mode, configured to store the checkpoint using replication and erasure coding.
We selected a matrix multiplication BSP application, developed by Hayashida et al. [22] , since it is a highly coupled and long-running parallel application and produces Fig. 6 Execution overhead of the checkpointing mechanism large checkpoints. We configured the application to run in 8 nodes and used two different matrix sizes, 3200 × 3200 and 4800×4800, which generate global checkpoints of sizes 351.6 MB and 791.0 MB, respectively. The minimum interval between checkpoints in this experiment is 60 s. The cluster where the application was executed is composed of 9 1.46 GHz AthlonXP machines with 1 GB of RAM, running GNU/Linux 2.6 and connected by a switched 100 Mbps Fast Ethernet network.
In the replication scenario, our system stores one replica of the checkpoint in the machine running the process that generated the checkpoint and the other replica in a machine running another process of the application. We also used two IDA configurations. The first, IDA (7, 8) , generates 8 fragments from which 7 are required to reconstruct the original file, and the second, IDA (6, 8) , generates 8 fragments and requires 6 for file reconstruction. Figure 6 shows the results of 16 executions for each strategy. For a matrix of size 4800 × 4800, which generates global checkpoints of 791 MB, and a minimum interval between checkpoints of 60 s, the overhead is 13% when using replication, 18% when using IDA (7, 8) and 20% for IDA (6, 8) , when compared to the execution time of 1101.6 s without checkpointing. The small standard deviation was expected, since the cluster was used exclusively during our experiment. These results show that the usage of checkpointing has a low overhead even when running coupled applications that generate large checkpoints.
Using the IDA strategy causes a higher overhead, since it is necessary to code the checkpoints using the processor cycles from the machines running the parallel application. Using replication causes a smaller overhead, but uses more network and storage resources. Since parallel applications normally run on a single cluster connected by a local LAN and storage space is not a scarce resource, the default strategy used is replication. Also, the overhead can be greatly reduced by increasing the checkpointing interval. For example, with a checkpointing interval of 5 minutes, the overhead would be of approximately 2.6% using replication.
Conclusions
We presented an integrated middleware system that allows institutions to use idle resources from existing machines to carry out high-performance computing and store application data in a reliable way. Different from previous works in the field, our middleware allows the sharing of unused disk space, in addition to idle processor cycles and main memory.
Reliable execution of parallel applications in nondedicated resources is provided by a checkpointing mechanism with a low execution overhead, with the application input, output, and checkpointing data managed by specialized modules that store the data in the local cluster or distributed across several clusters. Regarding data storage, we showed that we can achieve successful recovery rates above 99%, using a moderate level of redundancy, even in the presence of a high number of node departures and failures and using only the idle period of machines. Also, file storage and retrieval are efficient and take advantage of the fastest available connections. These results indicate that our integrated middleware successfully permits both the reliable execution of applications and the storage of application data.
As ongoing work, we will deploy our middleware for long periods and monitor its usage, validating results obtained in the simulations in a real deployment. When evaluating the machine availability, we should also consider disk usage to avoid penalizing machines that deal mostly with disk intensive applications. Finally, we will consider limiting the network usage when there are machine owners utilizing the local networks for their tasks. This is relevant in some cases because if users notice a significant loss in network performance, they will be unwilling to share their resources with the grid.
